The main purpose of this paper is to introduce soft µ-compact soft generalized topological spaces as a generalization of compact spaces. A soft generalized topological space (F A , µ) is soft µ-compact if every soft µ-open soft cover of F A admits a finite soft sub cover. We characterize soft µ-compact space and study their basic properties.
Introduction
Molodtsov [11] in 1999, initiated the concept of soft set theory as a mathematical tool for modeling uncertainties. A soft set is a collection of approximate descriptions of an object. Later other researchers like Maji et al. [9] have further improved the theory of soft sets. Naim Cagman et al. [4] modified the definition of soft sets which is similar to that of Molodtsov. Csaszar [6] in 2002, introduced the concept of generalized topology and also studied some of its basic properties. Let X be a nonempty set and ξ be a collection of subsets of X. Then ξ is called a generalized topology (briefly GT) on X if and only if ϕ ∈ ξ and G i ∈ ξ for i ∈ J implies ∪ i∈J G i ∈ ξ . Jyothis and Sunil [7] introduced the notion of soft generalized topology on a soft set and studied basic concepts of soft generalized topological spaces such as soft µ-interior, soft µ-closure, soft µ-boundary, soft µ-exterior, soft µ-neighborhood, soft basis, soft µ-limit point, soft continuity of soft functions etc. In this paper, firstly we give some basic definitions and important results related to soft set theory which are useful for subsequent sections. We then give the definitions and basic theorems of soft generalized topology on an initial soft set. Finally we introduce the concept of soft µ-compact spaces and study their basic properties. We also give equivalent conditions for a soft µ-compact space. We can say that a soft µ-compact soft generalized topological space gives a parametrized family of µ-compact generalized topological spaces on the initial universe.
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F A ∪ (F A
)
(F
A ∩ F B ) c = (F A ) c ∪ (F B ) c . 13. (F A ∪ F B ) ∪ F C = F A ∪ (F B ∪ F C ).
Observe that F A ∈ µ must not hold. 
F G is soft µ-open if and only if F G contains a soft µ-nbd of each of its points.
G ∩ (F B \ α) ̸ = F ϕ for all F G ∈ ψ(α). Theorem 3.7. [7] Let (F A , µ) be a SGTS. Then the collection µ e = { f B (e) : ∃ F B ∈ µ such that (e, f B (e)) ∈ F B } for each e ∈ E,
is a generalized topology on U.
The above theorem shows that corresponding to each parameter e ∈ E, we have a GT µ e on U. Thus a SGT on F A gives a parameterized family of GTs on U. The converse of the above theorem does not hold. 
) is a finite soft set or the empty soft set Proof. The necessity of the condition is obvious. For sufficiency, assume that ℜ is a soft basis for F A with the property that every soft cover of F A by members of ℜ has a finite soft sub cover. Let ℑ be any soft µ-open soft cover of F A , not necessarily by members of ℜ. For each soft set F C ∈ ℑ, there exists a sub family Proof.
(1) ⇒ (2) Suppose (FẼ , µ) is a soft µ-compact space. Let ℑ = {F C i } i∈J be a collection of soft µ-closed subsets of FẼ . Assume that the soft intersection of all the elements of ℑ is an empty soft set. i.e, ∩ i∈J
Since FẼ is soft µ-compact, there is a finite sub collection, say,
(2) ⇒ (1) Assume that for every collection ℑ of soft µ-closed subsets of FẼ , the soft intersection of all the elements of ℑ is an empty soft set implies the collection ℑ contains a finite sub collection with empty soft set soft intersection.
.., F D n } is a finite sub collection of ℘ which soft covers FẼ . Hence FẼ is soft µ-compact. Proof. Suppose FẼ is soft µ-compact. ℑ = {F C i } i∈J be a collection of soft µ-closed subsets of FẼ which satisfies the FIP.
Conversely, suppose that {F C i } i∈J is a collection of soft µ-closed subsets of FẼ which satisfies the FIP has, itself, a non-soft empty soft intersection. That is
Then again by theorem 4.6, FẼ is soft µ-compact. 
Since FẼ is soft µ-compact, there is a finite sub collection of ℘ of soft µ-open sets soft covering FẼ which can be either: The above theorem shows that corresponding to each parameter e ∈ E, we have a µ e -compact generalized topological space. Thus a SGT on FẼ gives a parameterized family of µ e -compact generalized topological spaces.
